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EDITORIAL

We are developing
short sea and coastal shipping
For a long time now, SCA Logistics has
been developing short sea and coastal
shipping, and we are now probably one
of the biggest coastal shipping operators
in Sweden. Since the early 2000s we have
added more Swedish ports to our service.
And since 2010 we have also been
developing the short sea concept, i.e.
intermodal container transport operations
within Europe.
Many hear the call to take part in the
development of both short sea and coastal
shipping, but it will not happen of its own
accord or through the individual decisions

of shipping companies, but there are a
large number of stakeholders who must
all understand their role in order that we
can transfer goods from the roads to the
motorways of the sea.
The infrastructures in ports must be
adapted for intermodal transport solutions.
Ideally, this means that all transport modes
must have links with a port. Terminals that
operate in ports must be ready to lift
intermodal containers onto various
methods of transport. They must also be
ready to handle different kinds of goods
and at the times when customers (vessels,
shippers, hauliers, etc.) need
the service. For both ports and terminals,
the trick is to understand that it is
consolidation and growth combined with
efficient handling that are driving this
development, not higher costs and fees
per handled unit.
It is also important for maritime
authorities, such as the Swedish Maritime
Administration, to practise what they
preach. This means that if they want to
move cargo away from trucks to more
sustainable transport methods such as
shipping, you cannot punish the efforts of
shipping companies and shippers to operate
more short sea and coastal shipping by,
for example, charging higher fairway dues.
Please do read the article on page 8.
Local, national and international
politicians also have a major responsibility

for this development. They can certainly
exert influence and guide various transport
methods and cargo flows by means of fees
and taxes towards sustainable transport
operations such as short sea and coastal
shipping. But they also have a major
responsibility to strive to achieve equal
conditions for all operators in a global
market, including everything from
emissions, taxes, fees, subsidies, etc.
Shippers, customers and consumers
will always look for efficient solutions that
meet their preferences and requirements
in everything from cost and quality to
sustainability. But ports, terminals,
maritime authorities and politicians hold
the key to accelerating the development in
moving cargo from the roads to more
sustainable short sea and coastal shipping.
At SCA Logistics we are continuing the
journey towards sustainable transports
together with partners understanding the
way forward and we are doing so by means
of increasing the capacity of our short sea
and coastal shipping systems and adding
another short sea and coastal shipping
port to our timetable. Go to page 4 to
read more about this.
I wish you all a prosperous new year!

Nils-Johan Haraldsson
Vice President Marketing and Business Development
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Text: Mia Berg. Photo: Shutterstock.

Deep water port for container ships
in Hangzhou Bay, Shanghai.

Milestone reached
for container traffic
The container traffic is going well. During 2017 SCA Logistics will reach the dream milestone
of 100,000 TEUs.
“It’s a milestone for us that we are happy to have reached despite the market having to face
challenges this year,” says Magnus Wikström, Head of Marine Transportation, SCA Logistics.
SCA Logistics is heading for a record year.
2017 will be the year when the company
passes 100,000 TEUs, something Head of
Marine Transportation, Magnus Wikström,
is very happy about.
“Even though in one way it is an expected
development, it’s still a milestone to pass
100,000. We can also see a continued
positive development in 2018,” he says.
There are several reasons behind this
increase. One is an increased containerisation – a trend which began ten or fifteen
years ago and only continues to grow.
Globalisation a factor
Globalisation has also contributed to an
increased exchange of goods. China has
become a major importer of sawn timber
and paper from SCA Logistics. There is
also a large demand from Japan, India,
the rest of Southeast Asia, the USA and
South America.
“We are happy that we managed to
increase volumes in this way, although
exports have been challenged by the
conflict in the port of Gothenburg and

the situation with the lack of capacity,
particularly to Asia, that prevailed in the
first half of the year because of the new
alliances. We have continued to meet the
needs of our customers and to resolve the
volumes booked with us.”
Magnus Wikström says that we have
managed to deal with the challenge better

“We are happy that we
managed to increase
volumes in this way.”
than other ports and sea solutions by
bringing in extra capacity. Normally, for
example, there are two ships on weekly
service from the ports, this year they have
brought in significant additional capacity
to resolve all the reservations they have
received. The extra challenges for the
terminals have been resolved amongst other
things by dedicated and flexible personnel

both in SCA Logistics’ terminals and
on the sea side, who have taken on
a great responsibility.
Future challenges
The future holds new exciting challenges.
The new factory in Östrand, which will
produce 1,000,000 mt pulp – twice
as much compared with the current
factory, increases the pressure on
existing terminals.
“This shows that the new container port
planned in the Sundsvall Logistics Park is
really needed: Until this is running, we will
continue to develop Umeå and Sundsvall
as the Northern Sweden container hubs,”
says Magnus Wikström.
The increase in TEUs has not affected
the transport with RoRo. Exports
from Sweden on these vessels have also
increased from 800,000 tonnes in 2015
to 1.2 million this year thanks to the
rescheduling of the traffic which we
describe in other articles in this number.

Text: Thomas Ekenberg. Photo: Bobo Lindblad/Oxelösunds Hamn.
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This is what can happen: Paper
products from ports in the north
of the country are shipped to the
port of Rotterdam in containers.
After unloading, the paper products
are transported in containers to a
customer in Germany, for example.
In the same area there are
manufacturers who load their
goods in containers, such as
refrigerators, destined to the
Stockholm market. They are
transhipped in Rotterdam on the
SCA Logistics Container Express
and unloaded in the port of
Oxelösund. The empty containers
are then taken back to the northern
part of the country to be reloaded
with new exports.

New route
for cargo to the
Stockholm region
A new destination for the SCA Logistics container route provides fast
access between Europe’s container hub in Rotterdam and the consumer
market in the Stockholm region. Better capacity, smarter container
handling and cost-efficient transport are some of the benefits.
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The Stockholm area will have a new
port destination when the SCA Logistics
short sea container feeder service,
Container Express, adds Oxelösund on
its northbound route from Rotterdam.
The Oxelösund port is served by
container vessel MV SCA Tunadal
and MV SCA Munksund.

The new timetable is already in operation
and the first call at Oxelösund was made
on December 4.
Douglas Heilborn, Marketing Manager
at Oxelösunds Hamn AB, is pleased about
the addition.
“This is completely in line with the
strategy of switching transports from land

to sea. Intermodal containers can replace
trucks in a large way in Europe and are an
ecologically smarter alternative,” he says.
Increasing flow of goods
For many years, Oxelösund has been an
important industrial port but even the
flow of consumer goods is increasing.
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Douglas Heilborn points out that
Oxelösund’s port has a very favourable
geographical location in close contact
to the large market in Stockholm and
Mälardalen. A motorway and the E4
highway are in direct connection to the
port, there is a railway all the way down
to the quays and Skavsta airport is 20
minutes away.
“Thanks to double shift, the port also
has generous opening hours for collection
and consignment of containers, 06-22
Monday-Thursday and 06-18 Fridays,
which is particularly appreciated by
hauliers and goods owners. We also
have a very short sea approach to the port,
around one hour, providing quick and
effective stops that are appreciated by
shipping companies and saves both
time and money.”
For SCA Logistics, this means that
Oxelösund can be berthed without shifts
in port timetables.

more effectively. We will also have a
better degree of container utilisation,
which benefits the container shipping
companies,” says Nils-Johan Haraldsson.
In January, it will be four years since
SCA Logistics started cooperation with
the port in Oxelösund.
That was when operations with SCA
Logistics’ RoRo vessels started with
destination Oxelösund. Up until now,
this route has also handled containers
to a certain degree.
“The new route for container operations
with destination Oxelösund also means
we can meet the increased demand
for our RoRo vessels since we can
streamline container operations,”
says Nils-Johan Haraldsson.
Strategically situated terminal
Rotterdam is the largest port in
Europe and SCA Logistics’ terminal
is strategically situated for handling

MV SCA Tunadal.
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“It is a way to create cost-effective solutions
to meet the demands of the market.”
“It is a way to create time and costeffective solutions to meet the needs of
the market,” says Nils-Johan Haraldsson,
Vice President, Marketing and Business
Development at SCA Logistics.
Ideal for consumer market
When arriving early on Monday morning,
the new container service is ideal for the
large consumer market in the StockholmMälardal area.
“We know that businesses would like
to have their deliveries just in time and fill
their stocks directly after the big shopping
days at the end of the week.”
The new route also means capacity
at sea can be better utilised.
“This is an advantage to all concerned.
We utilise the capacity of our vessels
better and can offer a cost-effective
transport to the benefit of customers.
This is better from a sustainability point
of view as we utilise our existing resources

containers on a large scale in direct
connection with the Rotterdam Short
Sea cluster, connecting to railway,
barges and feeder service for deliveries
to the whole of Europe.
“This proves our concept works.
We can see both exports and imports
increasing from our Swedish ports in
terms of RoRo as well as container
operation,” says Nils-Johan Haraldsson.
Douglas Heilborn is pleased with
the collaboration.
“SCA Logistics are very professional
and the collaboration is working really
well. At the same time, this puts high
demands on us and our services, not least
when it comes to service and flexibility.
We’ve even modernised our machine
park in order to increase availability.”
The new container timetable also frees
up capacity for Rotterdam-Helsingborg
visited by SCA Logistics’ RoRo vessels.

Monday

Stockholm South

Tuesday

Sundsvall
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Umeå

Thursday

Sundsvall

Friday

Sundsvall
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Tuesday

Rotterdam

SOME FACTS
MV SCA TUNADAL
Is an extended - Mawei 1000, cellular
container vessel, E3=1A ice class
FLAG:

Malta

BUILT:

06/2012, Mawei

DWAT:

abt. 13.425/15.240 mt
dwat sfb

GT/NT:

11.743/ 5.351

LOA:

157.70 m

BREADTH:

23.20 m moulded

INTAKE/
STABILITY:

Up to 1018 TEU
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As the expansion of SCA Östrand enters its final phase,
President Project Helios Ingela Ekebro shares some facts about
Sweden’s largest industrial venture.
The new factory at SCA Östrand will
be taken into use next year with its
capacity doubled, from 430,000 tonnes
of bleached sulphate pulp per annum
to 900,000 tonnes.

way, which means that the project is
systematically reviewing all the software
and all equipment in order to make
sure that the control and regulating
technology is working, that valves

SOME FACTS
- The digester in the new factory is the
biggest in the world that Valmet has
delivered for cooking softwood kraft
pulp. It has a diameter of 12.5 metres
and is 63.5 metres high.

“Put simply, making sure that everything
works, both individually and together.
It’s a big, meticulous task.”
At present there are more than
1,500 people working at the project site.
“That’s a lot to keep track of. And the
nearer we get to commissioning, the more
intensive the work becomes,” says Ingela
Ekebro, President Project Helios.
The factory’s new evaporator will be
taken into use this December, followed
by a new dryer after the turn of the year.
At the moment the checkouts are under

Construction work at SCA Östrand.

open and close as they should and
that motors are spinning in the right
direction. Among many other things.
“Put simply, making sure that
everything works, both individually
and together. It’s a big, meticulous
task,” says Ingela Ekebro.
Talking of big, alongside here are
a few facts from the project.

- ImpBin is the system where the wood
chips are softened up using steam, 		
before being impregnated with white
liquor before cooking. It measures 8.8
metres in diameter and is 53.5
metres high.
- This is the first time in world history 		
that a rebuild of a recovery boiler is 		
taking place through the moving of a
side wall, instead of the front or back
wall as has been done previously.
The advantage of this is that the 		
symmetry in the boiler is optimal both
before and after the rebuild.
- The turbine in the new factory will 		
generate around 1.2 TWh, which 		
corresponds to approximately 1%
of Sweden’s electricity consumption.

MATERIAL IN HELIOS

GREENFIELD

BROWNFIELD

TOTAL

COMPARISON

Concrete

30,100 m³

12,000 m³

42,100 m³

Almost 17 Olympic swimming pools (25 x 50 m and 2 m deep)

Concrete foundation

4,434

2,600

7,034

Reinforcement

39,000 tonnes

850 tonnes

39,850 tonnes

Pile-driving

3,825

11,000 m

Steel

1,010 tonnes

2,100 tonnes

Aggregate

555,000 tonnes

Shaft

122,000 m³

Asphalted timber yard

80,000 m²

19,925 vehicles each weighing 2 tonnes
One pile varies from 9-18 m

3,110 tonnes

Just over 11 football pitches

Text: Håkan Norberg. Photo: SCA.

Project Helios
in numbers

Text: Håkan Norberg. Photo: SCA.
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Criticised fee
model introduced
from turn of the year
Despite protests from a unified industry, the Swedish Maritime Administration has decided to
introduce its severely criticised new fee model. And it comes into force at the turn of the year.
“For us, it represents a 133 per cent increase in fairway costs. It’s a massive increase that hits
anyone who chooses to transport cargo by sea,” says Magnus Wikström, Head of Marine
Transportation at SCA Logistics.

New fees will impact
shipping in Sweden.
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The new fee model is the result of a
mandate from the government to secure
a balanced economy for the services
provided by the Swedish Maritime
Administration. The fee model was referred
for consultation in 2016 and was severely
criticised by the industry, but the model
has now been adopted by the board of the
Swedish Maritime Authority.
“We very quickly realised the effect of
this new model and opposed it strongly,”
says Magnus Wikström.
A tough blow to the industry
As of 1 January, the fee for cargo will be
calculated on the basis of the net tonnage
of vessels rather than the gross tonnage,
which is particularly hard on RoRo vessels.

It feels as though the Swedish Maritime
Administration is increasing the prices for
customers instead of reviewing its own
costs,” says Magnus Wikström.
He also sees problems with the timing
of the decision, as many contracts have
already been completed for next year
and budgets are confirmed.
“And along comes a 133 per cent
increase. That’s very strange,” says
Magnus Wikström.
International customers in the dark
SCA Logistics will now investigate
whether the company’s vessels can be
adapted to make the increased fees less
painful. Work will continue at the same
time to make the Swedish Maritime

“We very quickly realised the effect of this
new model and opposed it strongly.”
“It will represent a tough blow to large
parts of the industry in Sweden,” says
Magnus Wikström.
RoRo vessels are very suitable for shortdistance and coastal shipping, areas the
government claims that it wants to develop.
The new fee model counteracts this.
The new standby fee for pilots means
that most of the whole point of the shipping
companies’ pilot dispensation disappears.
“In many cases we’ll be paying for a
service that we quite simply don’t need.

Administration aware of the many negative
effects of the new fee model.
Another task is to explain the
governmental price increases to SCA
Logistics’ international customers and
business partners, as most of the
information issued by the Swedish
Maritime Administration has been
in Swedish.
“This mustn’t come as a shock to our
customers,” says Magnus Wikström.

PASSENGERS
STANDBY FEE
GOODS
START FEE
FAIRWAY DUES
VESSEL/PORT CALLS

Fairway dues

VARIABLE PILOT FEE

Pilot fees

Port of Sundsvall.

SOME FACTS
How the new fees work
- The passenger and cargo fee will be
based on the volume of passengers or
cargo. The fees relate to the ability of
vessels to charge their customers and
are levied on the basis of the number of
passengers or the weight of the cargo
being transported to or from the port.
- The size of the fairway dues depends
on the number of calls during a calendar
month plus the vessel’s net tonnage.
Vessels that make more than two calls
per calendar month pay reduced fees
for subsequent calls during the specific
month. The vessel pays 100% for the
first two calls, 75% for the third, 50%
for the fourth and 25% for the fifth for
calls and standby. All additional calls
during the month are exempted from the
standby fee and call fee.
- The call fee is divided into four
different environment classes based on
the vessel’s verified points according
to the Clean Shipping Index (CSI). If the
verified value is less than 75 (D) or if the
vessel has no points (E), they pay 100
per cent. Vessels with 75-99 CSI points
(C) pay 90 per cent, 100-124 (B) pay 30
per cent and 125-150 (A) pay 10 per cent
of the call fee.
- To make sure that there are pilots
available around the clock, all
year round, along the whole of the
Swedish coast, a standby fee is
being introduced. This cost used to be
included in the fairway dues, but is now
being taken out and becomes a separate
part of the fee, with the aim of making
the fees more transparent.
- A start fee will be levied to cover
the costs for the start of a pilotage
assignment. The variable fee for
pilotage is time-based and relates to
the vessel’s net tonnage.
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Text: Annika Sohlander. Photo: Iggesund Paperboard.

The Iggesund Paperboard sustainability manager. Johan Granås.
shows Apple CEO Tim Cook around the forests outside Iggesund.

Apple chooses
Iggesund Paperboard
It was previously a trade secret, but recently it became known that Iggesund Paperboard has
been a supplier to the giant Apple for over ten years. There are high demands put on not only
qualitative board but also on the logistics of sustainable and reliable transport.
When former Apple CEO Steve Jobs
wanted to find packaging of high quality
for Apple electronics he sent employees
to take home samples from around
the world.

Among the paperboard samples which
were then compared at the Cupertino
headquarters, Jobs directly picked out
Iggesund Paperboard’s high quality
product Invercote.

Since then, Invercote has been shipped to
Asia where Iggesund has opened a service
station in Taiwan to increase the service
level, not least due to the growing
volumes of Apple products such as the

has made them something of an example
from an ecological point of view. They
are on a list of over 100 of the world’s
most sustainable businesses, Global 100.
Iggesund manufactures 330,000 tonnes
of paperboard yearly. Nearly all of it, 98
percent, goes for export and several

“In this is also a major focus on sustainable
transport, which is now and will be increasingly
more an important issue.”
Magnus Olander, Head of Logistics
at Iggesund.
The paperboard is shipped with SCA
Logistics’ RoRo vessels from Iggesund
to the terminal in Kiel, which is a
partnership between SCA Logistics,
Holmen Iggesund and Port of Kiel. There,
the paperboard is loaded into containers
for further transport to the service
station in Taiwan.
Designer-friendly paperboard
Invercote is a paperboard in the highest
quality class that is very flexible and easy
to design into odd shapes.
“It allows the designer a great artistic
freedom and great possibilities to put
their own mark on the packaging,”
says Magnus.
That Apple, with some of the most
elegant, well-known and admired
paperboard packaging on the market,
chose Iggesund as a supplier has many
reasons, according to Magnus.
“Partly it’s the intrinsic quality of
Invercote and partly because we’ve had
a good and evolving cooperation around
product development. They’ve used us as
a resource to get more knowledge about
what is possible to do with paperboard,”
he says.
Sustainability and that paperboard is
made from fibres from the well-kept
Swedish forests has also been a heavyweighing argument.
The Holmen forest industry group,
where the Iggesund Paperboard is
included, environmental work and
development towards cleaner processes

thousand tonnes each year goes to Apple.
“In this is also a major focus on
sustainable transport, which is now and
will be increasingly more an important
issue,” says Magnus.
The electronics giant is not Iggesund’s
largest customer but is without a doubt
one of the more prestigious.
A visit from Apple’s CEO
Previously, the business relationship
between Apple and Iggesund has been
confidential but it recently became
known to the public. This happened
when Apple’s current CEO Tim Cook
visited Iggesund to see the work on
sustainability close up.
“He wanted to see forestry and how
production is done. It was of course an
honour and means that he takes the
product very seriously,” says Magnus.
During the visit, the Apple CEO also
planted a tree in the Iggesund forests.

A roll of Invercote.

CMA CGM
choose LNG for
its biggest ships
Container shipping company CMA CGM
has decided to fit nine newly built 22,000
TEU vessels ready for LNG operation.
According to the company, CMA CGM
will be the first company to have vessels
of this size powered by LNG.
The new vessels will go into operation
in 2020 and, according to CMA CGM,
are going to reduce emissions of CO2 by
up to 25 percent, sulphur by 99 percent,
fine particles by 99 percent and nitrogen
oxides by 85 percent.
”By choosing LNG, CMA CGM
confirms its ambition to be a leading
force in the industry in environmental
protection,” says Rodolphe Saadé, CMA
CGM Group CEO, in a press release.

Positive trend
for the terminal
in Umeå
SCA’s terminal in Umeå has seen a very
positive trend in the container segment
in recent years. And Terminal Manager
Margaretha Gustafsson sees a record
approaching.
“If this trend is sustained for the rest of
the year, we’ll achieve an all-time high for
the number of TEUs delivered. More than
30,000 TEUs,” she says.
The terminal in Umeå has developed
its container operations together with its
customers, resulting in greater trust and
more assignments.
These good results mean that the
terminal in Umeå is continuing to focus
on the future most recently by investing
in a new loading plate, a form of conveyor
that automates the loading of containers.
The terminal now has capacity to run
three loading plates in parallel, providing
a high level of service and accessibility for
both ships and customers, as loading is
less vulnerable to disruption.

Text: Håkan Norberg.

iPhone. The paperboard is delivered in
sheets or rolls and is processed on site.
“Apple presses and converts its
packaging in Asia. Because of this, our
logistics have also improved for the other
Asian customers and the time from order
to delivery has decreased,” explains

Text: Håkan Norberg.
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Text: Håkan Norberg. Photo: Svevind.
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A boost for SCA
Forest, wind and water. These three elements are coming
together to make SCA competitive within all of its business areas.
“Having revenue from wind power means that we are less susceptible
if electricity prices rise,” says Milan Kolar, Manager of Windpower at SCA.

Wind farm park outside of Piteå (visualisation).

SCA is Europe’s largest private landowner.
Sections of SCA’s forest are at heights
which provide very good conditions for
wind power. Furthermore, there are very

Forestry and wind power combined
Operations at the wind farm park are
expected to launch in 2018 and be in full
swing by the end of 2019. The park is set

“This part of SCA’s operations is growing constantly.
Our ambition is to supply 5 TWh by 2020.”
few people living in these areas.
SCA’s main tasks are the leasing of the
wind sites as well as the jointly-owned
wind power projects and its own projects.
Right now the company Svevind is
building what is going to be the largest
land-based wind farm park in Europe.
‘Markbygden Ett’ (‘Ett’ meaning ‘One’
in Swedish), as it is going to be known, is
situated outside Piteå in northern Sweden.

to have 179 turbines, around half of
which will be installed on SCA land.
Roughly three percent of the land is going
to be used by the wind farm; SCA will
continue to use the rest of the land
to carry on forestry operations.
“Wind power and forestry are the
perfect combination,” says Milan Kolar,
Manager of Windpower at SCA.
Markbygden Ett will have a lease

lasting at least 25 years, with SCA to
receive a proportion of the turnover in
exchange for the project planner building
the wind power station on SCA’s land. It
will also bring other benefits for the group.
“We will also be getting nice roads into
the forested area and the opportunity to
sell felling services,” says Milan Kolar.
1.4 percent of Sweden’s
energy production
The wind farm park will, in turn, help
with Sweden’s transformation into a
green energy country. At full capacity,
Markbygden Ett will supply 2 TWh of
the 140 TWh that is produced in Sweden
at present, equating to around 1.4 percent
of all energy production in the country.
“This part of SCA’s operations is
growing constantly. Our ambition is
to supply 5 TWh by 2020,” says
Milan Kolar.

Text: Håkan Norberg.
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This spring, Sundsvalls Logistikpark AB (SLP) was granted an
environmental permit by the Land and Environment Court to
build a combi terminal and a new container terminal. This permit
was appealed, in particular by local residents, and the Land
and Environment Court of Appeal (MÖD) has now granted leave
to appeal the judgement, which is resulting in the construction
process being postponed for at least one year.
In 2016, SLP applied for an environmental
permit for a water case in order to be able
to start the construction of a new container
terminal as well as the installation of a
new combi terminal in the Petersvik
area of Sundsvall.
Appealed by local residents
The Land and Environment Court granted
a permit to proceed with the process, but
the matter was appealed to the MÖD by
local residents and property owners,

“This means that
we won’t be starting on
construction now.”
who felt that the case had not been
sufficiently investigated, that there were
no investigations in some areas and that
there had been procedural errors at the
Land and Environment Court. The MÖD
has now granted leave to appeal, and
this process will take approximately
6-9 months.
“This means that we won’t be starting
on construction now, and the whole
process is being postponed for at least
one year, which is a problem as we need
the container terminal for additional
volumes from SCA Östrand’s factory
expansion,” says Rolf Johannesson,
Executive Vice President SCA Logistics.

Streamlined handling
The plan for the new logistics park is to
build a combi terminal next to the port
and a new container port. The purpose
is to streamline the handling of cargo
between road, rail and shipping.
The container port will be built next to
Port Tunadal and will be able to handle
an unloading capacity of 86,000 TEUs
per annum. There are also plans to build
a railway track to the Ortviken paper
mill and an internal road between
Ortviken and Port Tunadal. The plans
also include the possibility of the future
construction of another warehouse
next to the combi terminal.
Inconvenient delay
It was SCA:s hope to be able to make
the planned investments in a container
port combined with a combi terminal
despite the appeal at the MÖD. This
will, however, result in inconvenient
delays to the projects.
“We believe that we prepared ourselves
well and that there was a good review
with the Land and Environment Court in
which all of the important issues were
covered in a professional way. So it’s
disappointing that the process is now
being delayed. But of course we must
accept the legal process and make sure
that we respond as comprehensively
as possible to the new questions that
may be asked by the MÖD,” says
Rolf Johannesson.

The SCA Logistics Road Tender 2018 is out.
“A structured global procurement is
the most effective way of keeping
transport costs down,” says Rolf
Johannesson, Executive Vice President
of SCA Logistics. In mid-December,
SCA Logistics went out with its annual
tender invitation for land transports.
It was distributed via the international
procurement platform Transporeon
and reaches about 40,000 carriers all
around Europe.
Transport companies submit their
bids via the platform. This is followed
by a period of additions and egotiations.
“Finally we conclude agreements with
the hauliers who are most competitive
on the respective stretches,” says Rolf
Johannesson, Executive Vice President
of SCA Logistics.
300–500 hauliers
Competitiveness includes price,
availability, delivery reliability, vehicle
quality and environmental performance
of the haulier’s vehicle park.
They usually have agreements with
300-500 hauliers for SCA Logistics’
transportation through the Nordic
countries, Germany, France, England,
Poland, Hungary and Romania.
“Such a big procurement means we
tend to find imbalances in flows of
transports through Europe, such as
when a haulier drives empty in one
direction. We all win,” says Rolf.
Larger volume – better agreements
Just like last year, a certain part of the
procurement is being done together
with Essity, formerly SCA Hygiene.
“This gives us a larger volume and
can conclude better agreements, good
for both SCA Logistics and Essity.
And for our customers,” says Rolf.
The new agreements come into
force on 1 April 2018.

Text: Håkan Norberg.

Delays for
container terminal

Call for efficient
land transport
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New knuckleboom
crane in Rotterdam
The SCA Logistics terminal in Rotterdam increases capacity with new knuckleboom crane*.
“This crane will boost our peak capacity and gives us the option to operate with two cranes
at the same time,” says Roelf Buist, Managing Director SCA Logistics Rotterdam.
The SCA Logistics terminal in Rotterdam
is located in the largest port in Europe.
Once the new Östrand factory in Timrå
opens this summer, it will produce twice
the volume of pulp as the earlier factory.
This means that also the terminal in
Rotterdam, where the pulp is transshipped for further transport around
the world, needs to be able to accept
larger volumes.
From Sundsvall to Rotterdam
To meet the need, a knuckleboom crane
from Sundsvall has been dismantled and
shipped to Rotterdam.
“Since it’s dismantled, we decided to go
for a full refurbishment to make sure it is
dependable and that we will enjoy the new
crane for a long time,” says Roelf Buist,
Managing Director, who is very happy
with the project.

“We have a similar crane already,
but this will boost our peak capacity

“It’s great to be able to
offer this new capacity to
our customers.”
and gives us the option to operate with
two cranes at the same time. It means
additional capacity, especially for forest
products, or more specific: baled
pulp. We will be able to increase our

handling capacity and offer therefore
a higher productivity and capacity to
our customers.”
New opportunities
A higher capacity gives both new and
old customers new opportunities for more
business. But beyond that, an extra crane
also gives increased security and back-up
if one of them should be serviced.
The installation is in progress and the
crane should be running within the next
few weeks. Roelf Buist has to make sure
it goes all the way.
“It’s great to be able to offer this new
capacity to our customers,” he says.
* A knuckle boom crane is quite similar to a standard
offshore crane except that the boom mechanism arti
culates at the ’knuckle’ near the middle. That makes it
possible for the crane to control and lift the load in a
more stable way, even during heavy seas and other
difficult weather conditions.

Knuckleboom crane in Rotterdam.

KNUCKLEBOOM CRANE
MODEL:
OUTREACH:

Sennebogen 870 M special
20 mtrs

LIFTING
CAPACITY:

10 tonnes

Web Terminal means
simpler processes and
allows the customer to choose
A new cloud-based IT system is simplifying the routines of SCA
Logistics. It means more terminals can be integrated and will create
a larger network to choose from for the company’s customers.
The system has been up and running at the terminals in Lisbon,
Portugal, and Kornwestheim in Germany, since October.
SCA Logistics has several large terminals
across Europe and its own IT system for
these. Goods are, however, also sent on
to many smaller terminals, which handle
45-foot containers but also deliveries by
lorry from Sweden.
One of these is Kornwestheim in the
Stuttgart area, with goods transported
here via Rotterdam. From Rotterdam, the
goods are transported by train/barge to
Germany, and then by lorry for the last
part of the journey to Kornwestheim.

the product at every stage of the logistics chain.
This means that it will be easier to
monitor lead times, deliver on time
and monitor quality.
“Once the goods have been delivered,
we then get information from the cloudbased IT system with all the necessary data
to update our and the customer’s CSM
system. This gives our customers, such as
SCA Paper and SCA Pulp Östrand, full
control over their warehousing,” says
Urban Häggkvist, Head of Nordic

“It is very easy to install compared to a
conventional system, which means that it is
very fast to get up and running.”
Warehouse in Kornwestheim.

Around 10–20,000 metric tonnes of
paper products just from SCA Logistics’
customers are handled here every year.
This has always required the use of manual
procedures in the past.
The process is now going to be simplified
by transferring all delivery-related
information from the SCA Logistics IT
system to the new cloud-based Web
Terminal that will connect SCA’s system to
the terminal’s own warehousing system.
The whole chain monitored
When the goods arrive at the terminal in
question, each individual roll is marked as
delivered. SCA Logistics can then monitor

Forwarding and Associated Terminals
SCA Logistics.
The new IT system, which has also been
in use at the terminal in Lisbon since last
October, has many benefits.
“It is very easy to install compared to a
conventional system, which means that it
is very fast to get up and running,” says
Urban Häggkvist.
More terminals to come
It is thought that it will be used at more
terminals in the future. That will include
the terminals at which SCA Logistics does
not reach the critical volume required to
set up its own operations with staff

and machinery. The benefits of doing this
is that the company is then in a position to
offer a larger network of terminals and
tap more options to reach markets and
customers that perhaps were not available
previously. It will also be more cost-effective
thanks to the network. The next step is to
install the system at a number of terminals
in Spain.
“This is being done to meet the extra
warehouse management requirements our
customer SCA Pulp Östrand has set for
us as they expand their capacity,” says
Urban Häggkvist.

Text: Annika Sohlander. Photo: SCA.
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Icebreakers ready
for tough winter
It’s still too early to say how the ice will settle this winter. However, Amund Lindberg,
manager of the Ice-breaking Service Executive at the National Maritime Administration,
is convinced the icebreakers are prepared for what’s to come.
“We always assume the worst possible scenario. There’s no usual ice situation
in Swedish and Finnish waters our icebreakers can’t handle,” he says.
Winter is slowly tightening its grip on
the Nordic countries and with the
sub-zero temperatures comes ice on the
sea. The five state icebreakers in Luleå
Harbour are ready to take on this year’s
season. Along with their Finnish
colleagues, they shall ensure that the
industry transport can access the ports
they need whenever they need to.

View from an icebreaker.

“Sweden has a cooperation agreement
with Finland, which means that each
country’s icebreakers form part of a
common fleet to safeguard shipping in the
sea we share. The common fleet in the
Gulf of Bothnia amounts to ten
resources, five on each side, and the
Swedish are available and ready to be
able to carry out the activities for which

they are intended this winter,” says
Tomas Årnell, Head of Business
Area Icebreaking at the Maritime
Administration.
Activities based on need
It’s impossible to say exactly where the
icebreakers will be stationed. Once the
season gets going, the prevailing ice
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situation will govern the activities as
will the needs of industry and shipping.
“How they handle their tasks is
determined by the ice breakers that
are active in the respective areas. They
coordinate activities so that capacity is
used as efficiently as possible. The ships
have become better at this from year

needed. During mild winters, only the
state breakers are normally needed but
more often than not the Maritime
Administration uses these private
resources for selective measures.
“A mild winter doesn’t necessarily
mean there is less strain on the
icebreakers. Quite the contrary, they

“We always assume the worst case
scenario and make sure we can handle it.”
to year – that’s the strength of this
collaboration,” he says.
In addition to the icebreakers, the
Maritime Administration has contracts
with a number of private companies that
can complement the permanent fleet
whenever necessary. These are known as
ice breaking resources, vessels that are
not icebreakers as such but durable and
strong enough to assist and tug when

might make the ice move more and form
ridges that are more difficult to pass, and
we’ve had quite a bit of that during the
last two winters,” says Tomas Årnell.
All ports open
It was in 1970 the state decided the task
of the state icebreakers was to keep access
to all ports open. Industry has adapted to
this and knows it will get the service it

needs. The Marine Administration also
finds an honour in predicting the needs
and being in place at the right time.
Amund Lindberg, manager of the
Ice-breaking Service Executive at the
National Maritime Administration,
describes how they work during their
high season.
“We receive ice forecasts from SMHI
twice a week that tell us how it’s going to
be in the short, medium and long term.
These determine whether the icebreakers
need to be moved and we need to plan the
use of local boats. The forecasts help us
to make better decisions in the field.”
The job is to be in place as soon as
possible when a vessel is in need of help.
“But we can also manage activities
by directing and supervising merchant
shipping at the same time as we’re
prepared to intervene if needed. There’s
no usual ice situation in Swedish and
Finnish waters our icebreakers can’t
handle. We always assume the worst
case scenario and make sure we can
handle it,” he says.

ICEBREAKERS
ALE - built 1973
Length: 
Beam: 
Displacement: 
Total power: 

48.7 m
13 m
1,540 t
4,750 hp

ATLE - built 1974
Length: 
Beam: 
Displacement: 
Total power: 

104.7 m
23.8 m
7,800 t
25,000 hp

FREJ - built 1975
Length: 
Beam: 
Displacement: 
Total power: 

104.7 m
23.8 m
7,800 t
25,000 hp

ODEN - built 1988
Length: 
Beam: 
Displacement: 
Total power: 

17.75 m
31.20 m
13,000 t
24,500 hp

YMER - built 1977
Length: 
Beam: 
Displacement: 
Total power: 

104.7 m
23.8m
7,800 t
25,000 hp

Text: Håkan Norberg. Photo: PA Sjökvist/SCA.
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Workplace study.

SOME FACTS

Collectively
increasing safety
The SCA Group has a zero vision of work accidents. SCA
Logistics are now introducing Behaviour Based Safety program
to get all employees involved.
“Project Zero is being implemented
throughout SCA to reduce so-called Lost
Time Accidents, LTA, accidents resulting
in sick leave,” says Rolf Johannesson,
Executive Vice President of SCA Logistics.

“Checking your own
work situation is key.”
The aim is to make workplaces safer
and work more efficient.
Colleagues identifying risks
As part of Project Zero, SCA Logistics has
started working with Behaviour Based

Safety, BBS. It is based on people talking
to each other about their work situation,
identifying risk areas and comparing
behaviour. A kind of workplace scrutiny
that is carried out jointly, by colleagues, to
increase awareness and improve safety.
“Taking a moment where there is a risk.
What do I do here? What do you do? What
is the safest way? And document the
results and implement changes,” says Rolf.
Getting everybody involved
The idea is for all employees to participate
and switch roles. Sometimes, you are the
one studying, sometimes the one being
studied. Eventually, everyone will be
capable of carrying out studies on working
conditions and in this way contribute to a
joint increase in safety levels.

Behaviour-based safety
Definition of Behaviour-based safety from
Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies:
”Applied behavior analysis applies the
lessons learned in laboratory research
to the challenges of human behavior
in everyday life. In this case, to the
challenges of building safe practices in
the workplace.”
To be successful a Behaviour-based
safety program must include all
employees, from the CEO to the front line
workers. Changes in behavior cannot be
done without support from all involved
in making those decisions. Also, the
BBS program used must be based on
scientific knowledge.

Collegial cooperation.

“Checking your own work situation is key,
realising there are dangerous elements.
Then it’s quite a simple task to actually do
something about it,” Rolf concludes.

Paper on port agent
digitization rewarded
by Fonasba
Niklas Soltow from SCA Logistics in Kiel won this year’s Young
Ship Agent Award from the Federation of National Associations
of Ship Brokers & Agents.

The 2017 Port of
Kiel Prize awarded
to SCA Logistics
The Port of Kiel prize is awarded annually by the Advisory
Board of the Port of Kiel to a person whom the port wishes
to recognise and thank.
Dirk Claus, Managing Director of the
Port of Kiel, motivated the award of this
year’s prize to Jörn Grage, Managing
Director of SCA Logistics GmbH, with
the words: “Jörn Grage has, because of
his own personal commitment, made a
major contribution to the establishment
in Kiel of the new SCA Logistics
Terminal. The port can now boast two
leading global forest product partners
– SCA and Iggesund Paperboard.”
So far this year, more than 500,000

tons of high-value paper products have
been processed and stored in the new
logistics terminal.
“I am very pleased indeed to be
awarded the Port Prize,” said Jörn Grage.
“The new terminal is tailor-made to our
requirements and from a geographical
point of view is an ideally-located
distribution point for our customers.
In addition, good co-operation with
the Port of Kiel guarantees trouble-free
handling of ship arrivals.”

”My colleagues and I really appreciated
Mr Soltow’s entry. It was an excellent
presentation of the present and provided
so much food for thought for the
challenging future.”
Niklas Soltow’s paper deals with
the digitization of port agents and
how it affects the business.

Text: Håkan Norberg. Photo: SCA.

Niklas Soltow, SCA Logistics.

The award was introduced in 2015 with
the aim of encouraging members of the
ship agency and ship broking profession
aged 40 or younger to further develop
their academic and practical training by
researching and writing a thesis-standard
paper on a maritime-related subject of
their choice. Announcing the winner,
former Fonasba President and Honorary
Member Gunnar J Heinonen said:

Text: Håkan Norberg. Photo: SCA.
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Season’s
Greetings

Developing Rotterdam–Sweden
We look forward to an exciting and prosperous new year. This time Santa has a new
destination for container traffic between Europe’s largest container port Rotterdam
and Sweden. SCA’s container feeder service will call Oxelösund port once a week
starting 4 December. This provides a new, regular and efficient transport solution
for goods from the European continent to region of Stockholm.

SCA Logistics
WE SHARPEN YOUR COMPETITIVE EDGE
info.logistics@sca.com www.scalogistics.se

